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Can you tell the difference between a frog and a toad? Did you know
that 65 different bumblebee species have been found in Europe?

Could you tell from a discarded Goldfinch's shell whether it hatched
naturally or was eaten by a predator? Would you like to learn how to
make oak apples into a necklace or turn nettles into a tasty soup? All
this and more will be revealed in this new book from Celia Lewis,

the author and artist behind our acclaimed Illustrated Guide
to...series. Nature Uncovered is just the thing for anyone who likes to
spend time in the countryside. Presented month by month, you can
dip into it at any time of year - especially before a walk or after

camping or day trips - and discover something new about the natural
world around you. Each month opens with one of Celia's elegant
linocuts and features several sections on the nature to be found that
month, with species and plants illustrated throughout in beautiful
watercolour and ink paintings. Find out what's about at any time of
year, including what's flowering and which things you might come
across on a walk that month, and learn how to turn discoveries from
your country walks into something tasty to eat or to get creative

with. Each month also features helpful tips on how to improve your
nature detective skills and interesting snippets of country lore.

Nature Uncovered is perfect for anyone who likes to spend time in
the countryside. Presented month by month, dip into it at any time of
year, especially before a walk or after camping or day trips, and



discover something new about the natural world around you.
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